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In recent years, we have witnessed a great success of social community websites. 

Large-scale social images with rich metadata are increasingly available on the Web. In 
this paper, we focus on efficiently tagging social images by partitioning the large-scale 
tag graph in parallel. Vertices of the tag graph are constructed by the candidate tags 
which are extended from initial tags. Initial tags are extracted from the rich metadata of 
social images, including user supplied tags, notes data and group information. Edge 
weight of the tag graph is calculated by combining two parameters, which are related to 
image visual features and tag co-occurrence. Both global and local features are consid-
ered in parameter 1. For each candidate tag, a neighbor images voting algorithm is per-
formed to calculated parameter 2. As the tag graph may be large-scale, we utilize a paral-
lel graph partitioning algorithm to accelerate the graph partitioning process. After the tag 
graph is partitioned, we rank all the sub-graphs according to the edge weight within one 
sub-graph. Afterwards, final tags are selected from the top ranked sub-graphs. Experi-
mental results on Flickr image collection well demonstrate the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of the proposed algorithm. Furthermore, we apply our social image tagging algo-
rithm in tag-based image retrieval to illustrate that our algorithm can really enhance the 
performance of social image tagging related applications.      
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

With the popularity of various social media applications, massive social images as-
sociated with user supplied tags have been made available in many social media websites 
in recent years. The popularity of photo-sharing websites like Flickr gives us a chance to 
observe what ordinary users do in their daily life. Flickr is an image hosting and video 
hosting website, web services suite, and online community created by Ludicorp and later 
acquired by Yahoo!. In addition to be a popular website for users to share and embed 
personal photographs, the service is widely used by bloggers to host images that they 
embed in blogs and social media. In August 2011, it was reported that Flickr had held 
more than 6 billion images. 

With the rapid development of Web social community, the applications which ex-
ploit the social media resources, such as Flickr and Wikipedia, have become popular and 
attracted more attentions from both academia and industry [1]. In particular, social media 
community allows the users to provide personalized tags when uploading photos, and 
then users can tag social images through user-supplied tags and other metadata. The tags 
which describe the content of images can help users easily manage and access large-scale 
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image datasets. With these metadata, the manipulations of image data can be easier to be 
accomplished, such as browsing, indexing and retrieval [2]. 

Automatic social images tagging plays a critical role in modern tag-based image re-
trieval systems. Existing tagging methods mostly perform image tagging based on com-
munity contributed resources. Unfortunately, such social resources usually contain dirty 
and incomplete tags, which severely limit the performance of these tagging methods. To 
tackle these problems, we propose a novel approach to tag social images by partitioning 
tag graph in parallel, and the major contributions and innovations of our work include: 

 
● The rich metadata of social images are fully utilized in image tagging process. To en-

rich semantic information of the images to be tagged, not only user-supplied tags but 
also notes data and group information are adopted in this paper. 

● Combining image visual features and tag co-occurrence, two parameters are used to 
calculate edge weight of the tag graph. Therefore, the tag graph may include more use- 
ful information of social image. 

● Extended tags are generated from initial tags through Flickr API (flickr.tags.getRelated 
API) 

● We provide an neighbor images voting algorithm to estimate the relationship between 
candidate tags and the image to be tagged. 

● Tag graph is partitioned in parallel, hence, the proposed algorithm can be executed 
with high efficiency.  

 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works 

about social image tagging. In Section 3, we introduce the framework of our approach 
and the methods to construct tag graph. Section 4 explains how to obtain social image 
tags by tag graph partitioning in parallel, particularly, we give a scheme to select final 
tags from tag graph partitioning results. Experimental results and related analysis are 
given in section 5. Finally, we draw conclusions and point out future works in Section 6. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

In this section, we summarize and analyze representative methods which are closely 
to the techniques used in this paper. 

The first category of related techniques refers to social images tagging. Many pio-
neering works which are related to the problem of social images tagging have been done 
in recent years. Particularly, there are some existing works focusing on user-supplied 
tags of social images. Liu et al. proposed an approach to rank the tags for each image 
according to their relevance levels [2]. A new Flickr distance was proposed to measure 
the visual similarity between concepts according to Flickr [3]. Schmitz proposed a 
method to build the facted ontology from Flickr’s tagging resources [4]. Chen et al. also 
proposed to use the predicted tags to search for groups as recommendation groups for the 
given image [5]. The learning based tag recommendation approach has been introduced 
to generate ranking features from multi-modality correlations, and learns an optimal 
combination of these ranking features by the Rankboost algorithm [6]. Ames et al. have 
explored the motivation of tagging in Flickr website and they claim that most users tag 
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images to make them better accessible to the general public [7]. Kennedy et al. have 
evaluated the performance of the classifiers trained with Flickr images and associated 
tags and demonstrate that tags provided by Flickr users actually contain many noises [8]. 

Particularly, automatic social image tagging attracts the attentions of more and more 
researchers in multimedia retrieval domain. Si et al. provided an effective social image 
annotation method by cross-domain subspace learning [9]. Zhou et al. proposed a meth-
od to better align the images with the social tags by clustering images to reduce the un-
certainty of the relatedness between images and tags and then re-ranking tags using a 
cross-modal tag correlation network [10]. Wu et al. proposed a machine learning frame- 
work to mine social images and investigate its application in automatic image tagging 
[11]. Tang et al. present a semantic-gap-oriented active learning method, which incorpo-
rates the semantic gap measure into the information-minimization-based sample selection 
strategy [12]. Recently, we proposed a social images tagging method by probabilistic 
topic model and tag association mining, and experimental results show the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the proposed approach [13]. 

As a powerful computing tool, graph model has been widely adopted in image tag-
ging research field as follows. Liu et al. proposed a graph learning framework for image 
annotation. The authors proposed a Nearest Spanning Chain method to construct the im-
age-based graph of which edge-weights are derived from the chain-wise statistical in-
formation instead of the traditional pairwise similarities [14]. Rui et al. proposed a bipar-
tite graph reinforcement model for web image annotation. All candidate annotations are 
modeled as a bipartite graph [15]. 

Jin et al. investigated to prune irrelevant keywords by the usage of WordNet and 
re-formulate the removal of erroneous keywords from image annotation problem into 
graph-partitioning problem, which is weighted MAXCUT problem [16, 17]. Based on 
Jin’s works, we present an algorithm to solve image annotation refinement problem by 
graph partition and image search engine [18]. 

As is well known, dimension reduction is quite important for large-scale data pro-
cessing. Computer vision based dimension reduction methods are listed as follows.  

Xie et al. present a multi-view stochastic neighbor embedding that systematically 
integrates heterogeneous features into a unified representation for subsequent processing 
based on a probabilistic framework [19]. Guan et al. proposed a non-negative patch 
alignment framework to unify popular non-negative matrix factorization related dimen-
sion reduction algorithms [20]. Xia et al. developed a multi-view spectral embedding 
algorithm, which can encode different features in different ways to achieve a physically 
meaningful embedding [21]. Guan et al. introduced the manifold regularization and the 
margin maximization to nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) and obtained the mani-
fold regularized discriminative NMF to prevent ignoring both the local geometry of data 
and the discriminative information of different classes [22]. Recently, Guan et al. make 
further research on nonnegative matrix factorization [23, 24]. 

Ranking is one of the most important problems in information retrieval, and tag 
ranking approach is also critical for our works. Hence, we present two important ranking 
methods in the multimedia data ranking field. Tian et al. adopted interactive video search 
re-ranking to bridge the semantic gap by introducing user’s labeling effort. They utilized 
sparse transfer learning to effectively and efficiently encode user’s labeling information 
[25]. In the research field of web image search, Tian et al. studied on how to effective 
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capture the user’s intention when the query term is ambiguous in order to promote the 
performance of re-ranking Web images [26]. 

Different from the existing related works, this paper presents a novel social image 
tagging approach by converting the social image tagging problem to parallel tag graph 
partitioning. 

3. CONSTRUCTING TAG GRAPH OF SOCIAL IMAGE 

The main idea of our algorithm lies in that we organize the rich metadata of social 
image to tag graph. Therefore, we should explain how to construct the tag graph in ad-
vance. 

 
3.1 Overview of the Proposed Algorithm 

 
Social image community allows users to tag their uploaded media data with de-

scriptive keywords called tags. As an example, Fig. 1 illustrates a social image in Flickr 
and its associated user-provided tags. As user-provided tags are usually noisy and in-
complete, we apply other kind of image metadata in image tagging. 

As is shown in Fig. 2, the proposed approach is mainly composed of two steps. In 
the first step, we construct the tag graph for the image to be tagged. The following is the 
definition of tag graph. 

 
Fig. 1. An example of social image with user-supplied tags. 

 
Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed approach. 
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Definition 1 (Tag Graph): For an image to be tagged, tag graph is constructed by using 
candidate tags as the vertices and adopting the relationship between a pair of tags as the 
edge weight. 

Vertices of the tag graph are corresponding to candidate tags, which are made up of 
user-supplied tags, notes data and user group information. Edge weight is calculated us-
ing NFD distance (see Section 3.3.1) weighted by two parameters. In the second step, the 
large-scale tag graph is partitioned in parallel effectively, and then final tags are chosen 
from sub-graphs. 

 
3.2 Choosing Candidate Tags 

 
Candidate tags are made up of initial tags and extended tags, and in this subsection, 

we will illustrate how to obtain candidate tags from initial tags and extended tags. 
 
3.2.1 Obtaining initial tags from metadata of social images 

 
The user-supplied tags may contain noisy or uncorrelated tags, such as misspelling, 

meaningless words and numbers. Therefore, we should perform a pre-processing proce-
dure to prune the un-related tags. We submit each tag as a query to Wikipedia, and only 
the tags which have a coordinate in Wikipedia are reserved. After the un-related tags 
pruning, the rest of the reserved user-supplied tags are denoted as U

. 
Flickr allows users to organize themselves in self-managed communities, called 

Flickr Groups [27]. For a Flickr group, the name of it may represent the semantic of 
photos belonged to this group. Therefore, we add the names of Flickr groups to candi-
date tags.  

 
Fig. 3. An image1 with notes data in Flickr. 

As is shown in Fig. 3, notes data is another kind of important metadata in Flickr. A 
note is a specific interesting region (bounding box) defined by users. The metadata of a 
note includes the note author, the note text, the position and the size of the box [28]. In 
this work, we add note texts in the candidate tags. 

From above, we can see that three kinds of metadata are combined together to con-
struct initial tags (T), such as User-supplied tags (U), Flickr groups (G) and Notes data  
(N), and T = U ∪ G ∪ N is satisfied. Particularly, the words in Flickr group names 
and notes data also need to perform noisy words pruning process. Apart from noise 
pruning, the stop words in initial tags should be deleted and word stemming should also 
be performed. As many users of Flickr do not use English to describe their photos, we 
adopt Google translate API2 to translate non-English to English. 

1 http://www.flickr.com/photos/epsos/4939044794/ 

2 http://code.google.com/apis/language/ 
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3.2.2 Obtaining extended tags from initial tags 

 
To enrich the semantic information in candidate tags, we apply a Flickr API3 to ob-

tain related tags, and then generate extended tags. Flickr can be considered as a Web- 
scale image semantic space, according to the Flickr’s Related Tag API (flickr.tags.get- 
Related), each tag has a list of “related” tags. As is shown in Table 1, we give an exam-
ple to illustrate the candidate extended tags generated by flickr.tags.getRelated API [1]. 

Table 1. Example of related tags generated by Flickr API. 
Tag Related tags generated by Flickr API 

Island 

sea beach water sky blue clouds ocean sunset sand sun nature landscape boat 
summer travel vacation trees italy coast rocks greece green waves mar cloud 
mare holiday paradise tree canon nikon boats thailand bay orange light tropical 
italia reflection white ship playa 

Supposing tag ti denotes the ith tag in initial tags, the related tags of which are rep-
resented as R(ti). We merge all the related tags together and eliminate duplicated tags to 
build up the candidate extended tag set E. 

E = tiTR(ti) = {e1, e2, …, ek}    (1) 

To make the extended tags more relevant to the image to be tagged, two factors are 
considered in our tag extended policy. Firstly, the influence of higher ranked initial tags 
is boosted. Secondly, the semantic relevance between tags is taken into account as well. 
The score of candidate tag ej is designed as follows.  

1
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where NGD is a distance function between two words by searching a pair of words using 
the Google search engine [29]. If initial tags have not been ranked, (|T|  i + 1)/|T| is 
deleted from Eq. (2). Particularly, we promote the importance of candidate extended tag 
ej by three parameter U(ej), G(ej) and N(ej) as follows.  
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According to the score of related tags calculated by Eq. (2), the tags with high 
scores would be reserved as extended tags. In this paper, the parameters U, G and N 
are set to 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 respectively. As is shown in Fig. 4, we illustrate how to obtain 
extended tags from initial tags. For simplicity, we suppose that initial tags of the image 
in Fig. 4 only consist of user-supplied tags. 

3 http://www.flickr.com/services/api/ 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of extended tags generating method. 

 
Fig. 5. Illustrations of NFD distance estimating. 

Afterwards, we merge all the initial tags and extended tags together to build up the 
candidate tags after eliminating duplicated tags. 

 
3.3 Calculating Edge Weight 

 
This subsection illustrates the methods to compute edge weight of the tag graph. 

 
3.3.1 Image similarity metric 

 
We define a method named NFD which is analogous to NGD [30] to compute the 

concurrence similarity between tags based on tag concurrence. As is shown in Fig. 5, 
NFD between two tags can be estimated based on Flickr as follows, 
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where ti and tj represent the two tags in consideration. f(ti) and f(tj) are the numbers of 
images containing tag ti and tag tj respectively, which can be obtained by searching 
Flickr website with the tags as keywords. f(ti, tj) is the number of the images returned by 
Flickr when typing ti and tj as the search terms respectively. Moreover, G is the total 
number of images in Flickr. 
 
3.3.2 Parameter 1 

 
For a given tag, parameter 1 represents the visual similarity between the host image 

and the images which are tagged by the proposed tag. A search-based method is used in 
this paper. Given a tag, we submit it to Flickr as the query word firstly, and then compute 
the visual similarity between image and searching results. 

Considering the different application scenarios of global and local features, we use 
both of them to measure visual similarity. Local features could perform better than global 
features when the image containing salient objects. Otherwise, global features may play 
more important roles. Therefore, we introduce both global and local features in our ap-
proach, and dynamically tune the weight of them to enhance the image content analysis 
capability. 

Table 2. The low-level features extracted from images. 

Feature category Feature Name Dimensions 

Color 
Color Correlogram 44 

Color Texture Moment 14 
Color Moment 6 

Texture Wavelet Features [31] 104 
 

We totally extracted 168-dimension color and texture features (shown in Table 2) as 
the low-level visual representation of the images. In addition, we employ cosine similar-
ity to estimate the visual similarity between a pair of images based on global features 
(Shown in Eq. (5)). 

G ( , ) i j
i j

i j

v v
Sim I I

v v


  (5) 

where vi and vj are the global feature vectors of Ii and Ij respectively. 
Inspired by the recent progress in object recognition, we use the visual word model 

and SIFT features [32] to measure image similarity. We use SIFT to describe the regions 
around the keypoints. To construct codebook, we use corel5k dataset [33] as the training 
data. All SIFT descriptors in the image of corel5k dataset are grouped into clusters, and 
the centroid of each cluster is acted as visual word. In this paper, visual words are ob-
tained by vector quantization with the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [34]. After 
vector quantization, all images are represented as a D-dimensional vector, and the value 
of D is equal to the number of visual words. Afterwards, image visual similarity is com-
puted by the distance between feature vectors. In our experiments, 2000 visual words are 
utilized to compute the visual similarity. 
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Supposing that visual words vector hi and hj are D-dimensional (D equals to the 
vocabulary size of visual words) vectors of visual word frequencies, which come from 
image Ii and image Ij respectively. Then, the image similarity based on the visual words 
model is computed as follows. 

( , )= i j
L i j

i j

h h
Sim I I

h h


 (6) 

Afterwards, the overall image similarity can be obtained by linearly combining both 
global and local features as follows. 

Sim(Ii, Ij) =   SimG(Ii, Ij) + (1  )  SimL(Ii, Ij), 0 <  < 1 (7) 

As is shown in Eq. (7), the parameter  is used to adjust the influence of global and 
local features on image similarity measuring. 

To choose the most similar images, a predefined threshold (denoted as ) is set. The 
similar image set (denoted as S(Iu)) of Iu is considered as follows, 

S(Iu) = {Ik| Sim(Ik, Iu) > , k = 1, 2, …, n} (8) 

where Iu is the image to be tagged, n is the number of images return from Flickr. In the 
experiment, the parameters  and n are set to 0.25 and 20 respectively. Then, parameter 
1 of tag t is calculated by Eq. (9). 

( , )1

1 ( , )

( , )
i u

u i
r S I t

t
u

Sim I r

S I t
 





 (9) 

3.3.3 Parameter 2 
 
Following the main idea of paper [35], we modify the definition of neighbor images 

to make the neighbor voting policy more efficiently for social image tagging. For an im-
age to be tagged, the neighbor images are the images tagged by at least one tag which is 
belonged to user-supplied tags set of the given image. We collect images from social 
image community to construct the neighbor images set. As is shown in Fig. 6, each user- 
supplied tag of the image to be tagged is submitted to social image community (e.g. 
Flickr), and then related images with user-supplied tags are obtained. To make the voting 
process more objective, the number of neighbor images which are provided by the same 
user is limited to 2. 

 
Algorithm 1: Neighbor Voting for Candidate Tags 
Input: Image Iu with its candidate tags set C = {c1, c2, …, cn} 
Output: Normalized voting score of each candidate tag 

1)  The initial voting score of each candidate annotation is set to 0, the voting score 
 of ci is represented as Si 
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2) For i = 1 to n do //n is the number of candidate tags 
Submitting ci to social image community and obtaining related images (Ni). 

3) End for 
4) Constructing neighbor images set(denoted as N) 

   1 2
1

{ , , , }
n

i
k

i

N I I I N


    

5) For i = 1 to n //each for-loop can calculate the voting score of a candidate tag 
6)   For x = 1 to k //k is the number of neighbor images 
7)     After noise tags pruning, the user-supplied tags set(denoted as Tx) is obtained 
8)                      Tx = {tx1, tx2, …, txu} 
9)       For y = 1 to u do //u is the number of user-supplied tags of Ix 
10)               Si = Si + NFD(ci, txy)   
11)       End for 
12)   End for 

13)   Return i
i

S
S

k u



// normalizing the voting score 

14) End for 
 

 
Fig. 6. Illustration of neighbor voting process. 

 

The output of Algorithm 1 (Si) is used as parameter 2 for tag t(t
2). 

 
3.3.4 Calculating edge weight by integrating parameter 1 and parameter 2 

 
Afterwards, we can integrate two parameters together to calculate the weight for tag 

t as follows. 

t =   t
1  t

2 (10) 
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Parameter  is used to promote the importance of initial tags. If tag t is belonged to 
initial tags,  is set to 1.5, otherwise,  is set to 1. 
 
Definition 2 (Modified edge weight): Let p and q be the weight of candidate tag tp and 
tq respectively, the modified edge weight (denoted as wpq) of Epq is computed as follows. 

 
pq = (p + q)/2 (11) 

wpq = pq  NFD(tp, tq) (12) 

4. OBTAINING SOCIAL IMAGE TAGS BY TAG GRAPH 
PARTITIONING IN PARALLEL 

In section 3, we utilize social image tags and other metadata to establish tag graph. 
In this section, we will discuss how to obtain final tags from the tag graph. 

 
4.1 Partitioning the Tag Graph in Parallel 

 
In this section, we conduct k-way tag graph partitioning in parallel through three 

steps, including graph coarsening, initial partitioning, and refinement. 
 
4.1.1 Graph partitioning problem statement 

 
As is illustrated in paper [36], the graph partitioning problem can be formally de-

scribed as follows. 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph of vertices V, with edges E. Both vertices and 

edges can be weighted, |v| denotes the weight of vertex v and |e| denotes the weight of 
edge e. A partition of the graph is a mapping of V into K disjoint sub-domains, such that 
ViVj =  and V1V2…Vk = V. To balance the partitioning results, the balance condi-
tion is defined as the maximum sub-domain weight (denoted as S), S = max(|Vk|), k  [1, 
K]. 
 
4.1.2 Partitioning the large-scale tag graph in parallel 

 
We utilize a software package which is named PARMETIS 4.0 to partition the tag 

graph in parallel. PARMETIS is an MPI-based parallel library which implements a vari-
ety of algorithms for partitioning and repartitioning unstructured graphs and for compu-
ting fill-reducing orderings of sparse matrices [37]. The parallel graph partitioning algo-
rithm used in ParMETIS_V3_PartKway is based on the serial multilevel k-way parti-
tioning algorithm described in [38] and [39] and parallelized in [40] and [41]. This algo-
rithm is made up of three steps: graph coarsening, initial partitioning, and refinement. 

In the coarsening phase, a sequence of smaller graphs Gi = (Vi, Ei) is constructed 
from the original graph G0 = (V0, E0) such that |Vi| < |Vi-1|. In most coarsening schemes, a 
set of vertices of Gi is combined to form a single vertex of the next level coarser graph 
Gi+1. Let Vi

v be the set of vertices of Gi combined to form vertex v of Gi+1. In order for a 
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partitioning of a coarser graph to be good with respect to the original graph, the weight 
of vertex v is set equal to the sum of the weights of the vertices in Vi

v. 
The second phase of a multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm is to calculate a 

k-way partitioning Pm of the coarse graph Gm = (Vm, Em) such that each partition contains 
roughly |V0|/k vertex weight of the original graph, and Gm contains sufficient information 
to intelligently enforce the balanced partitioning and the minimum edge-cut require-
ments. 

In the refinement phase, the partitioning Pm of the coarser graph Gm is projected 
back to the original graph, by going through the graphs Gm-1, Gm-2, …, G1. Since each 
vertex v of Gi+1 contains a distinct subset of vertices Vi

v of Gi, Pi is obtained from Pi+1 by 
simply allocating the set of vertices Vi

v to the partitioning Pi+1[v]; i.e., Pi[u] = Pi+1[v], u 
 Vi

v. 
 

4.2 Selecting Final Tags 
 
After the tag graph partitioning process, K sub-graphs are obtained, that is, the can-

didate tags are divided to K parts. Then, the important task is how to select final tags 
from these sub-graphs. We design an algorithm to choose final tags by estimating the 
relationship of all the tags within one sub-graph as follows. 

 
Algorithm 2: Sub-graphs Ranking 
Input: K sub-graphs obtained from the tag graph partitioning (denoted as {C1, C2, …
CK}) 
Output: Ranking list of the K sub-graphs according to the relevance between the host 
image and vertices in sub-graphs. 

1) , ,

( )

( ) 2
( 1)

g h i

gh
t t C g h

i
i i

W E

AVG C
C C

  



, i  [1, K]  

2) according to the value of function AVG(), all sub-graphs are ranked initially 
3) For two sub-graphs(denoted as Ci and Cj, Ci has higher rank than Cj) which are 

adjacent to each other 

4) If 
( ) ( )

{ ( ), ( )}
i j

i j

AVG C AVG C

MAX AVG C AVG C


   then //parameter  is set to 0.1. 

5)    

2

, ,

2 ( ( ) ( ))

( )
( 1)

g h

gh
t t C g h

W E AVG C

STDEV C
C C

 

 





 

6) If STDEV(Ci) > STDEV(Cj)   
7) swap the position of Ci and Cj in the ranking list 
8) End if 
9) End if 
10) End for 

 
Afterwards, the tags in top ranked sub-graphs are reserved as final tags. 
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5. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

All our experiments are conducted on a social image dataset collected from Flickr, 
and three experiments are designed to make performance evaluating. 

 
5.1 Experiment 1: Performance Evaluating for the Proposed Algorithm 

 
We construct our own dataset by collecting 35 popular photo categories from Flickr 

by Flickr API, and all the photo categories are listed in Table 3. As Flickr provides a 
service to give users the relevant photos according to users’ query, each photo category 
is built up by submitting a category name to Flickr. Each photo category consists of 100 
photos, and each photo has at least 10 user-supplied tags. We invite four researchers in 
multimedia research field to provide ground truths for this dataset. 

Table 3. Photo categories used in experiment 1. 
 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 

Name of 
photo 

categories 

tiger car harbor Toyota 
bridge yacht boat shirt 
cruiser carriage brush 
aircraft cabinet furni-
ture reef 

fall lake winter riv-
er mountain brick 
carpet forest wall 

park sunset vegetable 
wood rainbow ma-
chine dish candy 
street island bread 

 

Furthermore, we manually classify the above photo categories to three classes: (1) 
Class 1-Containing salient objects possibly, (2) Class 2-Containing salient objects with 
little possibility, (3) Class-3 Uncertain. 

The accuracy rate AR is used to estimate the effectiveness of the proposed method 
for social image tagging as follows. 

 

1

_ ( )1
( )

_ ( )

p
i

i i

num true I
AR P

P num all I

   (13) 

where P is the image set to be evaluated, and Ii is an image belonged to P. Function 
num_true(Ii) returns the number of true tags of image Ii, and num_all(Ii) represents the 
number of final tags of image Ii. Final tags are made up of the tags in top ranked three 
sub-graphs. 

In edge weight computing process, we adopt both global features and local features, 
and linearly combining them together by the parameter . To estimate the visual similar-
ity more precise, we design an experiment to seek the optimal value of  for each photo 
category as shown in Fig. 7.  

From Fig. 7, we can see that to enhance accuracy rate when tagging the images in 
Class 1, 2 and 3, we set  to 0.4, 0.6 and 0.5 respectively. 

In this experiment, we compare our approach with other two different scenarios: (1) 
edge weight computed without parameter 1, that is, only parameter 2 is considered in this 
case; (2) edge weight calculated without parameter 2. Fig. 8 shows that our approach out- 
performs the other two schemes, as incorporating visual feature with tag co-occurrence 
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can obtain more accurate edge weight for social image tagging task. The average values 
of accuracy rate of the three schemes (“Without parameter 1”, “Without parameter 2” 
and “Our approach”) are 0.503, 0.552 and 0.652 respectively. 

Afterwards, we evaluate the effectiveness of the tag graph partitioning and sub- 
graphs selecting policy, which are the key part of the proposed approach. The top three 
sub-graphs are evaluated for each photo category, therefore, we test the tagging accuracy 
of top three sub-graphs respectively. 

 
Fig. 7. Accuracy rate for each photo class when alpha changing. 

 
Fig. 8. Tagging accuracy rate of our approach and other two schemes. 

 
Fig. 9. Tagging accuracy rate of the tags in the top ranked three sub-graphs. 

From Fig. 9, we can see that accurate rate of the tags in sub-graph S1 is higher than 
S2 and S3, and S2 performs better than S3. For all the 35 photo categories, the average 
accuracy rate of final tags for S1, S2 and S3 are 0.71, 0.669 and 0.633 respectively. This 
shows that the graph partitioning and sub-graphs ranking algorithm are effective, most of 
the true tags are positioned in top ranked sub-graphs. 

Next, we evaluate the influence of initial tags’ accuracy rate to final tags. In this 
experiment, we test our approach in seven classes. As is shown in Fig. 10, “class 0.1” 
concludes all the images in the dataset with the value of initial tags accuracy rate be-
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tween [0.1, 0.2). Other class is set just like “class 0.1”. The experimental shows that 
when the accuracy rate of initial tags exceed 0.3, accuracy rate of initial tags has little 
effect on the growth of accuracy rate of final tags. This shows that when accuracy rate of 
initial tags are not very low, tag extending process can complement semantic information 
of initial tags effectively. In Fig. 11, we give a social image tagging example. 

 
Fig. 10. Influence of initial tags’ accuracy rate to final tags. 

People piers boardwalks 
thing sea side Ship Sail Boat 
Vessel Ocean Cruise River 
Seven Sea Tourist Action 

Sad ROPES Worldwide Ship 
Spotters  Barche Mad 

Mariner Yacht AQUELLOS 
MAGNÍFICOS NAVIOS

Boat ship boating nautical sailboat yacht fishing tour 
cruising crew passengers voyage ocean sea water 

search sailors mariners marine vessel vacations судно 
лодка яхта море 船 游艇 海 barco yate mar ボート

ヨット navire bateau mer navio iate Schiff boot meer 
ةنيفس قروز رحبأ تخيب رحب 배보트요트바다 gemi tekne 

yat deniz یتشک قياق ايرد nave barca mare kapal perahu 
pesiar laut barko Bangka dagat statek łódź jacht morze 

Image User-supplied tags Notes data Flickr groups

Cruise Ship 
Passenger 

Fishing Boat 
Watch Yachts

Extended tags

anchor australia barca barco bay beach blue boat boot bridge buoy buoyant bw canada canal canon city cloud coast cruise cruiseship dock england 
eos etsy ferry fish fishing france greece green handmade harbor hdr holiday island italia italy lake landscape light lighthouse mar mare marina 

maritime mast nature navy night nikon ocean old orange people pier port puerto red reflection retro river rope sail sailboat sailor sand scotland sea 
seaside ship sky star summer sun sunrise sunset tattoo travel tree uk vacation venice vessel vintage water waves white wood yacht yellow 

Candidate tags Final tags

Action anchor australia barca bateau bay beach blue boat boot bridge canada canal canon city cloud 
coast crew cruise dock england ferry fish fishing france greece green harbor holiday island italia 

italy lake landscape light lighthouse Mad mar mare marine Mariner maritime mast nature nautical 
nave navy night nikon ocean orange Passenger People pier port reflection River rope Sad Sail 

sailboat sailor sand scotland sea seaside Seven ship side sky stAr summer sun sunrise sunset tour 
Tourist travel tree vacation venice vessel vintage voyage Watch water waves white wood yacht 

anchor bay beach blue boat canal  cloud 
coast  fish fishing  harbor  island  lake 

landscape light nature  ocean  Passenger 
People Sail sailboat sailor sand scotland sea 

seaside  ship  sky sun sunrise sunset tour 
Tourist travel water waves  wood yacht 

Fig. 11. An illustration of a social image tagging example by our approach. 

As our method can not only filter noisy tags but also enrich initial tags, in this sec-
tion we illustrate the results of tag enrichment to verify if our tag extended policy is ef-
fective. The performance evaluating before and after enrichment are illustrated in Table 
4, particularly, before and after enrichment methods refer to images tagging without and 
with tagging extended respectively. 

Table 4. Performance comparison between two schemes. 
Scheme Precision Recall F1 

Before Enrichment 0.537 0.436 0.481 
After Enrichment 0.652 0.514 0.575 
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We can know that our tag extended policy could significantly promote quality of 
social image tagging. 

 

5.2 Experiment 2: Performance Comparing with Other Social Images Tagging 
Methods 
 
In this experiment, we utilize four computers with Intel Core i7 2.8GHz CPU and 

8G RAM to conduct parallel tag graph partitioning process. Moreover, to verify the 
overall performance of our algorithm, two standard social image datasets are used, such 
as MIRFlickr-25K and NUS-WIDE-270K. 
 
5.2.1 Evaluation of tagging effectiveness on MIRFlickr-25K 

 
In this subsection, we evaluate the tag effectiveness of our algorithm comparing 

with existing methods on MIRFlickr-25K dataset [42, 43], which is an image collection 
consisting of 25000 images. MIRFlickr-25K is collected from Flickr through its public 
API [42]. To test the performance of our social images tagging method, four other 
methods are utilized as baselines, such as original user-supplied tags (OUT), RWR [49], 
TRVSC [44] and LECT [45], furthermore, F1 value is adopted as metric. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Performance evaluating on MIRFlickr-25K. 

Fig. 12 shows that the performance of our algorithm is much better than OUT, 
RWR and TRVSC in most cases, and is close to LECT. Tags in OUT are provided by 
users when uploading photos, and we find the fact that the user-supplied tags in public 
photo sharing websites are imprecise and incomplete. Therefore, the F1 value of OUT is 
the worst in five proposed methods. The F1 value of LECT is better than our algorithm, 
as LECT utilize an efficient iterative approach for image tag refinement through pursu-
ing the low-rank, content consistency, tag correlation and error sparsity. However, the 
performance of LECT is not satisfied when tagging the social images with large-scale 
candidate tags. 

 
5.2.2 Evaluation of tagging efficiency on NUS-WIDE-270K 

 
Section 5.2.1 shows tagging effectiveness of our algorithm, nevertheless, we should 

also verify tagging efficiency on a large-scale dataset. The dataset used in this subsection 
is NUS-WIDE-270K [47, 48], which is created by Lab for Media Search in National Uni- 
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versity of Singapore. NUS-WIDE-270K includes 269,648 images and the associated tags 
from Flickr with a total number of 5,018 unique tags, and there are nearly 25K images in 
NUS-WIDE-270K without initial tags. As our algorithm can not tag the images without 
initial tags, in this experiment, images without initial tags are deleted from NUS-WIDE- 
270K dataset.  

As the RWR and TRVSC algorithm are not suitable for large-scale datasets, we on-
ly compare the performance of our proposed strategy with OUT and LECT. Tagging 
results of fifty concept categories in NUS-WIDE-270K are illustrated in Fig. 13. 

Fig. 13 shows that our algorithm performs a little better than LECT on NUS-WIDE- 
270K under F1 metric, and the average F1 value of OUT, LECT and Our algorithm are 
0.36, 0.432 and 0.443 respectively. To show the tagging efficiency, we test the time 
consumption with the increment of initial tags in Fig. 14.  

Fig. 14 shows that adopting parallel tag graph partitioning, our algorithm acceler-
ates the process of final tags selecting significantly. From the encouraging results, the 
conclusion can be drawn that our algorithm can tag large-scale social images effectively. 

 
Fig. 13. Performance evaluating on NUS-WIDE-270K. 

 
Fig. 14. Time consumption evaluating with number initial tags varying. 

 

5.3 Experiment 3: Performance Evaluating in Tag-Based Image Retrieval 
 
It is widely known that tag-based image retrieval can benefit from image tagging, 

therefore we conduct experiment 3 to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method in 
the application of tag-based image retrieval. In this experiment, all tags should be ranked 
in advance, hence, we use Algorithm 1 of this paper to complete this task (see section 
3.3.3). Moreover, experiment 3 uses the same dataset as experiment 1. 
 
5.3.1 Utilizing NDCG as evaluation metric 

 
To rank images, the relevance score of an image is defined in the way of paper [2]. 
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For an input query q, the images which have q as final tags are considered as candidate 
relevant images. The relevance score of image Ii is defined in the following equation. 

 
1

( )i i
i

r I
n

    (14) 

where i denotes the position of q in the ranking tag list of Ii. If i < j, r(Ii) > r(Ij) is sat-
isfied. It means that the image which contains the query tag at more advanced positions 
in its ranked tag list has higher relevance score. On the other hand, if i = j, the image 
with fewer tags is set larger relevance score. With the relevance score calculated in Eq. 
(14), we rank image search results by the scores in descending order. Afterwards, NDCG 
is utilized as evaluation metric. Four levels are used to make relevance evaluation: Most 
Relevant (score 4), Relevant (score 3), Weakly Relevant (score 2) and Irrelevant (score 
1). As is shown in Fig. 15, the following methods are use to compared with our algo-
rithm: (1) interestingness-based ranking; (2) uploading time-based ranking. The two ap-
proaches are the services provided by Flickr, which could provide image ranking lists by 
interestingness and uploading time records.     
 
5.3.2 Utilizing MAP as evaluation metric 

 
In this subsection, we use another standard metric MAP (Mean Average Precision) 

[46] to conduct performance evaluating. 
 

*

*

:

1
( , ) @

jj

MAP P j
rel 

     (15) 

where * is the ground truth ranking and  is the ranking results computed by Eq. (14). 
rel = |{i: i

* = 1}| is the number of relevant images and P@j is the percentage relevant 
images in top j images. 

In Figs. 15 and 16, we illustrate the performance of our algorithm on social images 
retrieval. Experimental results show that compared with two standard image ranking 
services of Flickr, our algorithm can significantly promote the accuracy of social images 
ranking, and then remarkably improve tag-based social image retrieval according to rel-
evance. 

 
Fig. 15. Performance evaluating on NDCG 

metric. 
Fig. 16. Performance evaluating on MAP 

metric. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

This paper proposes a novel approach to tag social images by partitioning the large- 
scale tag graph in parallel. After the tag graph is partitioned, all the sub-graphs are 
ranked according to the edge weight. Afterwards, final tags are selected from the top 
ranked sub-graphs. Finally, experiments are conduct on Flickr photos dataset, from the 
experimental results we can see that our approach is of high effectiveness and efficiency. 

However, our approach is not suitable for all social images. For the image with little 
metadata, the performance our approach can not make us satisfactory. The reason lies in 
that if the number of initial tags is not large enough, tagging extending process can not 
add useful semantic information effectively. 

In the future, we would extend our works in the following aspects. (1) We will try 
to test our approach in other social image community. (2) Other edge weight estimating 
policy will be adopted in tag graph constructing. (3) Although the tag graph partitioning 
speed is quite fast, we should try to accelerate the tag graph constructing process. 
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